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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

This paper presents a numerical investigation of heat transfer and friction factor characteristics in a solar air heater channel fitted 
with upper corrugated surface/wall and baffle series placed on a lower wall along the length of the channel. The corrugated 
surface/wall characterized by heating corrugated surface ratio (HCSR) varied from 0 to 0.5. The baffle series defined by blockage 
ratio (BR) fixed in 0.5. The fluid flow and heat transfer behaviors are presented for Reynolds numbers based on the hydraulic 
diameter of the channel ranging from 8000 to 20000. The computations are based on the finite volume method, and the SIMPLE 
algorithm has been implemented. The present results show that the heat transfer rate and friction factor increase with the raise of 
Reynolds number. The best thermal performance factor observed at HCSR=0.5 tends to 2.7 at highest Reynolds number. 
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1. Introduction 

Many thermal applications need a raised performance such as heat exchangers, solar collectors and other 
engineering’s installation. The feeble thermal efficiency of thermal applications due to the presence of laminar sub-
layers decreases the thermal transfer execution. For decades, one method using in various thermal installations is 
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baffles or ribs placing in the cooling channels or channel heat exchangers because this ribs restrict development 
hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers and create turbulence near the wall leading to an increase in thermal 
transfer rate. 

Nomenclature 

b           Baffle Height, (m) 
B          RBlockage ratio, (b/H) 
D          Hydraulic diameter, (m) 
f            Friction factor 
h           Heat transfer coefficient,  (W m2 K-1) 
H          Channel Height, (m) 
hcs        Height of corrugated surface,(m) 
HCSR   Heating corrugated surface ratio,   (hcs/lcs) 
GK        Turbulent kinetic energy production  
K          Turbulent kinetic energy, (m 2 s -2) 
kf          Thermal conductivity, W m -1  K -1

lcs         Length of corrugated surface, (lcs=H),(m) 
L           Channel Length, (m) 

Greek letter 
η         Thermal enhancement factor 
ρ         Density, kg m-3

Several experimental and numerical investigations have been carried out to study the effect of several 
geometrical parameters in solar air heater channels or different ribbed ducts on heat transfer and friction factor. In 
general, the geometry parameters used for design of baffled or ribbed channels are  the attack and orientation angle, 
channel aspect ratio (AR), blockage ratio (BR), baffle pitch ratio (PR) and baffle arrangement. 

The V baffle shape is presents in literature for generation of the vortex in channels. [1-5]. Singh et al. [6] used 
mathematical model for predicting the energetic efficiency of a solar air heater having the discrete V-down rib 
roughened absorber plate. They plotted the curves of optimum rib-roughness parameters. Lanjewar et al. [7] 
investigated experimentally the heat transfer and friction factor characteristics of solar air heater rectangular duct 
roughened with W-shaped ribs. They concluded that the Nusselt number increases whereas friction factor decreases. 
Promvonge et al. [8], Sriromreun et al. [9] they showed that the friction and enhancement factors dependent of the 
baffle height, pitch and Reynolds number.  For investigate periodic laminar flow and heat transfers in channel, 
Sripattanapipat et al. [10] proposed diamond-shape baffles with different attack angles (5 to 350). They found that 
the order of heat transfer enhancement  is about 200%–680% for using the diamond baffles. However, this 
augmentation of heat transfer is associated with enlarged friction loss ranging from 20 to 220 times above the 
smooth channel. Dutta et al. [11] noted in an experimental work that the thermal transfer rate depends on the 
position, the orientation and the geometry of the second baffle. Promvonge [12], Promvonge et al. [13] led to a 
combination between the attack angle, and V-shape baffle, they showed that this combination increases in thermal 
transfer rate and associated friction factor for different values of blockage ratio. 

 The surfaces roughness in baffled channels is present in several experimental and numerical studies. Eiamsa-ard 
et al [14] examine numerically to the turbulent forced convection in a two-dimensional channel with periodic 
transverse grooves on the lower channel wall. The computations based on a finite volume method. They used four 
turbulence models: the standard k−ε, the Renormalized Group (RNG) k−ε, the standard k−ω, and the shear stress 
transport (SST) k−ω turbulence models. They found that the RNG and the k−ε turbulence models generally provide 
better agreement with available measurements than others and concluded that the k−ε model is selected to use in 
prediction of this complex flow. 
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This paper presents a numerical investigation of the effect of the combination between the heat transfer corrugated 
surface and plate baffle on the thermal performances in a bi dimensional channel. The corrugated surface/wall is 
characterized by heating surface corrugated ratio (hcs/lcs). The lower surface/wall fitted with plate baffle. For this 
design, the flow passes on the inferior baffles and creates recirculation, separation and reattachment zones on the 
upper surface/wall. 

2. Flow configuration and mathematical formulation 

2.1. Baffle and channel geometry  

The system studied in this work is a bi-dimensional horizontal channel fitted with upper corrugated wall and 
baffle series placed on a lower wall along to the channel length (L) as shown in Fig. 1. The heating corrugated 
surface/wall characterized by heating corrugated surface/wall ratio (HCSR), where HCSR is the ratio between the 
height of corrugated surface/wall (hcs) and the length of corrugated surface/wall (lcs=H). For the upper wall, the 
dimensions is known where (e) is the baffles thickness fixed with 0.04H, b is the baffle height, H fixed with 0.05 m, 
is the height of channel and b/H is known as the blockage ratio (BR). The distance between the baffles is set to s in 
which s/H is defined as the spacing ratio (S) equal to H. These dimensions allow studying the effect of HCSR which 
varied between 0 to 0.5.  

Fig.1 . Problem geometry 
2.2 Governing equations 

A computer code is used to perform numerical simulations of  incompressible  turbulent  flow  bi-dimensional 
horizontal channel fitted with upper corrugated wall and baffle series placed on a lower wall according to the length 
of the channel by solving the Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations and the energy equation. 

Continuity Equation  
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Where u' is a fluctuating component of velocity.   

Energy equation 
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